This paper deals with the computational complexity of admissibility and unifiability with parameters in transitive modal logics. It is a continuation of the author’s paper [ibid. 166, No. 9, 881–933 (2015; Zbl 1408.03015)], which the author strongly suggests to read. Thus we confine ourselves to quote from the present paper’s Abstract: “We completely classify the complexity of unifiability or inadmissibility in any clx (i.e., cluster-extensible) logic as being complete for one of $\Sigma^\text{exp}_2$, NEXP, coNEXP, PSPACE or $\Pi^p_2$. […] Our upper bounds are specific to clx logics, but we also include similar results for logics of bounded depth and width. In contrast, our lower bounds are very general: they apply each to a class of all transitive logics whose frames allow occurrence of certain finite subframes. […] We prove PSPACE-hardness of derivability for a broad class of transitive logics that include all logics with a disjunctive property.”
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